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Abstract. A number of rigorous results concerning the mathematical structure
of quantum systems with the BRST symmetry are presented. For studying
model-independent properties of such systems, a generalization of the
Strocchi-Wightman theory is suggested, which is a Wightman type theory in
the Krein space with an Op J*-algebra of physical and ghost fields. It is proved
that the BRST charge operator Q is either bounded with σ(Q) = {0} or
unbounded with σ(Q) = (C.A number of conditions equivalent to the "no-ghost
theorem" (which states that the kernel of Q is non-negative) are derived.

BRST-symmetry which was first discovered in QCD as a certain specific symmetry
of its Lagrangian, is now considered as a key structural property in a very large
class of physical systems. However, we are still very far from a complete
understanding of the structure of the BRST formalism as such so that all the
remaining problems would be reduced to its application to new theories and
models. As is always the case with describing gauge fields or dynamical systems
with constraints, the construction of the formalism is not unambiguous, and
different versions of the latter are possible (and indeed have been presented more
than once) for the same system. To start with, already on a quite general level there
are two kinds of the BRST formalism: the Kugo-Ojima method based on the
Lagrangian framework and the method of quantization according to Batalin-
Fradkin-Vilkovisky (BFV) based on the Hamiltonian framework. Although they
can both be interpreted from an unified viewpoint within the continual integral
framework (with ghosts introduced by means of the Faddeev-Popov procedure)
and so should not have significant differences of principle, in practice they do not
produce the same formulas and may not lead to the same conclusions. But
comparison of different variants of the BRST formalism as well as a general
assessment of it are today hindered by the shortage of rigorous results concerning
its mathematical structure, both general and in models. This structure is still rather
little studied, and arguably the least studied aspect of it is that concerning specific
properties of operators in indefinite metric spaces. This includes, in the first place,
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all problems related to the properties of the BRST charge Q and structures in the
state space associated with Q. Q is an operator of a special class with no analogue in
the Hubert space: a 2-nilpotent J-self-adjoint (or J-symmetric) operator in some
J-space (Krein space) J f. In any BRST theory central problems are connected with
studying the kernel of the BRST charge and proving the so-called "no-ghost
theorem" which states that this kernel is a non-negative lineal (i.e. linear set; the
term "subspace" we keep for closed lineals) in Jf7. Up to now, properties of Q and
the structure of kerQ have usually been studied anew in each concrete model, and
almost never (the main exception is [1]) analysed from the general mathematical
viewpoint, as statements on 2-nilpotent operators in J-spaces.

In this note we rigorously prove a number of facts related to the operator Q and
the no-ghost theorem. We find that two alternative kinds of Q, bounded and
unbounded, are possible, and give a complete description of geometrical structures
in jtf* associated with Q. Proceeding from that, we derive several conditions
equivalent to the no-ghost theorem.

At first we shall outline a simple general framework which is convenient for
studying model-independent properties of the BRST formalism. In general terms,
this formalism is a way of replacing a degenerate dynamical system with an
equivalent non-degenerate one by means of introducing fictional "ghost" degrees
of freedom. As we know (see, e.g. [2]), in quantum systems with gauge fields the
Faddeev-Popov ghosts c, c can be introduced as operators which (multiplied by a
Grassmann number λ) replace onumber infinitesimal parameters of local gauge
transformations. The ghosts are "scalar fermions," i.e. they satisfy local anti-
commutation relations but transform as scalars under the Poincare group, thus
violating the spin-statistics theorem. Apart from this property, the ghosts are
similar to physical fields, i.e. they are operator-valued distributions whose
structure is model-dependent and can vary widely (in particular, the Grassmann
property c2 = c2 = 0 may or may not be present). In this line, the BRST formalism
presents itself as a certain "extended" description of systems with local gauge
invariance introduced in order to turn this local invariance into a global one (or,
more exactly, in order to get an equivalent global reformulation of the local gauge
invariance property). Then the BRST symmetry is just the global symmetry of the
extended description equivalent to the local gauge symmetry of the initial ghostless
description. If seen like this, the BRST formalism can naturally be extended from
Lagrangian theories to general field theories of the Wightman type or, more
precisely, of the Strocchi-Wightman type, since it deals with gauge theories in
indefinite metric spaces. It is quite natural to consider a general Strocchi-
Wightman theory complemented with scalar fermion ghost fields c(f), c(f) and
enjoying the BRST symmetry which is now defined as a certain global
transformation of the complete set of physical and ghost fields with the 2-nilpotent
generator Q. Such extended Strocchi-Wightman theories share the main advan-
tage of BRST theories: the non-negative physical subspace jtf" which one always
looks for in indefinite metric theories, now takes an extremely simple and compact
form, 3tf" = keτQ. (It is more natural to call Jf' the "prephysical" subspace since it
is not 3tf" but some positive quotient space that is considered as the subspace of
true physical states.) It is also a good thing that string theories can be included into
such framework, too.
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Thus let us consider a "general BRST theory" defined as a Strocchi-Wightman
theory complemented with the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. Such theory is given by a
system of physical fields Π(f) and ghost fields c(f), c(f) generating the polynomial
algebra & of unbounded operators with a common invariant dense domain 3) in
an indefinite metric space Jf. [In particular, Π(f) may be Yang-Mills fields Aa

μ(f),
fields of matter φlf) or coordinates Xμ{f) of a first quantized string.] Concreti-
zation of the test function class will not be needed. The space ffl with no loss of
generality [3] can be considered as a J-space (Krein space), i.e. it possesses
indefinite < , > and Hubert (,) inner products connected via the metric operator J
such that

(all inner products are required to be linear in the second argument; if
dimP_ $f < oo, Jf is the Pontryagin space, by definition). The pair (0>, <2ι) is an
Op J*-algebra in the terminology of [3], i.e. an Op*-algebra with respect to the
involution defined by the indefinite form in J"f as A-+A+ = A0\@, A0 being the
J-adjoint operator of Ae&. Ghost operators are J-symmetric, c(f)Cc(f)°,

In the approach we follow, the BRST formalism is a description of a certain
symmetry. The most general way of formulating a symmetry property is to define it
as a derivation on the field algebra. Thus our starting point is the definition of the
BRST symmetry as a derivation δ on (0>, &). Let A, B be two monomials in ghost
and physical field operators. Then δ is a linear mapping of @> into SP such that

δ(A+) = εAδ(A)+; δ(AB) = δ(A)B + εAAδ(B); δ2 = 0. (1)

Here εA = (—l)n{A\ n(A) = nc(A) — nz(A) is the difference between the numbers of
the ghost c and antighost c operators in the monomial A. So δ is a nilpotent
superderivation with the domain dome) = 3P. The last property does not mean that
δ is a bounded derivation since £P is not the Banach space. A superdeviation δ on
the OpJ*-algebra (&,<&) satisfying conditions (1) is called the BRST transforma-
tion (cf. [4]). We assume that the BRST transformation possesses a generator, i.e.
there is in Jf7 an operator Q such that for any monomial A ing? (or possibly in some
subalgebra Φ> C 8P dense in & in some topology) on the domain 2 (or possibly on
some dense lineal §) c 2$) one has

δ(A) = ilQ,A}9 (2)

where [Q, A} = QA — εAAQ is the supercommutator. In a typical case, when & has a
cyclic vector Ω, the equivalent definition of the generator is

QAΩ=-iδ(A)Ω for all Ae$. (3)

Indeed, it is obvious due to δ(I) = 0 that (3) is equivalent to (2) on the domain
9 = ΦΩ and with the additional condition QΩ = O.

In the general case, the existence of the generator is a restriction on the theory
because (3) is the correct definition of an operator only if

AΩ = 0 implies δ(A)Ω = O for any AE&. (4)
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However, (4) can often be proved. It is clear, for instance, that (4) is fulfilled if Ω is
separating for 0>. This property holds in a majority of systems with local structure,
i.e. with a net of local subalgebras &{Θ) C &, for & = 0>loc = \J 3P{G) (local regions G
in some theories may be not from the Minkowski space). In field theory this
property follows from the Reeh-Schlieder theorem which is valid in the Strocchi-
Wightman theory if the states of the form Π(x{) ... Π(xn)Ω satisfy the spectrum
condition (i.e. their Fourier transforms in the translation-invariant variables
ξi = xt — Xi+i have supports in the closed forward light cone V+). But validity of the
spectrum condition is not evident at all in BRST theories. Even in the usual
Strocchi-Wightman theory, when the spectrum condition is imposed on neutral
and negative state vectors, this is justified only by rather loose arguments from the
perturbation theory and scattering theory [5]. And if the states include ghosts, the
spectrum condition for them is physically groundless (at least, in the ghost
variables), although it is sometimes assumed for practical needs (e.g. in [6]). What
is more, the presence of tachyons in the string theory shows that the spectrum
condition can really be violated in BRST schemes. One can now see that the Reeh-
Schlieder theorem, and hence the existence of β, can be proved as well if the
spectrum condition is only required of states from some dense lineal Θc&. Hence
it is sufficient to assume that ghostless states (satisfying the spectrum condition) are
dense in Jtif. But this assumption is also unrealistic since ghosts have their own
degrees of freedom and very often the state space is of the form Jf = βf®^g, 2tfg

being the space of ghost states. Thus in an arbitrary BRST theory the existence of
the generator for the BRST transformation (1) is an additional assumption, and if
§> φ ^ , then the same is true about the existence of a dense domain for the operator
Q2. Under these assumptions, δ has the generator Q (the BRST charge) which is a
2-nilpotent operator. It is easy to give its complete mathematical characterization.

Proposition 1. 1. Let Q be an arbitrary 2-nilpotent operator in the J-space Jtif. Then
the following alternative takes place:

either Q is a bounded operator and σ(Q) = {0} ,

or Q is an unbounded operator and σ(Q) = C .

2. // Q is the generator of the super derivation (1) on (SP^Qi) with @ = ̂ Ω, then Q
is J-symmetric if and only if

(Ω,δ(A)Ω} = 0 for any Ae0>. (5)

3. Let the BRST transformation satisfy the condition (5) and its generator Q be
bounded. Then Q is a J-hermitian definizable operator having the only regular critical
point λ = 0 and the trivial J-spectral function

EΔ{Q) = 0 for any Λ c R , AφO; EΔ(Q) = I for any ABO. (6)

Proof. 1. Let us assume that σ(Q) =# C, i.e. the resolvent set of Q contains at least one
point λ. Then Q is closed, since Q — λl has the bounded inverse Rλ(Q) = {Q — λI)~ι

and so is closed. Because of Rλ(Q)Jίf cάomQ, Q2 can be represented as
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Here the right-hand side is an operator of the form TS, where T has the bounded
inverse and S is closed [because Q is closed and Q(Q — λl) ~ -1 is bounded]. It is easy
to check directly that such an operator is closed. Closedness of Q2 together with
Q2 = 0 imply that the domain of Q2 is closed and since this domain is dense in jf,
we obtain d o m β 2 = J-f. Hence it follows that domQ = Jf and, by the closed graph
theorem, Q is bounded. Then due to [7, Chap. VII] nilpotence of Q implies
σ(Q) = {0}.
2. If Q is the generator of the super derivation (\)on (^, Θ) with Q) = &Ω, then Q

(QAΩ, BΩ) = < - iδ(A)Ω, BΩ) = < - iB + δ(A)Ω, Ω)

so that

for all

i.e. QCQ°. Necessity is trivial: if g C g ° , then due to QΩ = 0 one has for any
monomial Ae&:

<Ω, δ(A)Ω) = <Ω, ί[ρ, Λ}Ω> = <g°£2, iAΩ) = 0.

3. At first, let us recall the basic definitions. Definizable operators studied in
detail in [8] (and called positizable in [9]) are the main class of operators in
J-spaces for which a satisfactory spectral theory was developed so far. A J-self-
adjoint operator A with the non-empty resolvent set is called definizable if there is
a polynomial p(λ) (the definizing polynomial) such that (p(λ)Φ, Φ > ^ 0 for all
ΦedomAk, k being the power of p. If A is definizable, it has a J-spectral function
EΔ(A). The latter is defined as a homomorphism E(A):R(S)^^(^\ where
S = {α l5..., α j is a finite set of points αf e R, R(S) is the σ-algebra generated by all
intervals A CIR for which αf are not boundary points and ^(Jf7) is the set of all
J-projection operators E in 2tf (i.e. E2 = E° = E). The homomorphism E(A) is
required to be such that for any λ,μφS,μ<λ and μα->μ + 0 the operators Eiμgct λ)(^4)
converge strongly to E{μλ)(A); S is called the set of critical points of A. A critical
point aeS is called regular if strong limits s-lim E,^ λ)(A) and

λ->α-0

s-lim E(λfO0)(A) exist; otherwise it is called singular. For any A GR(S) one has

AEΔ(A) = EΔ(A)A; σ{A\EAAW)cA and if z1nS = 0, then AEΔ(A)= \λdEλ.
A

Now, the assumptions made clearly imply that Q is J-symmetric and

definizable with the definizing polynomial Q2. We check directly that the function

EΔ(Q) defined by (6) and hence having the set of critical points s(E) = {0} satisfies

the definition of the J-spectral function. Since we can see directly that the strong

limits s-lim E ^ ^ A) = 0and s-lim E{λ >oo) = /exist, then λ = 0 is a regular critical
point. Finally, since kerg includes neutral vectors (for instance, all vectors from
rang), this critical point cannot be removed from the set s(E). Proposition 1 is
proved.

In physics g was usually treated as a bounded operator. But it is easy to point
out large classes of unbounded operators g such that g = g°, g 2 = 0. Let j ^ u 34?2 be
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the Hubert spaces and 2/e = 3tf1®3tf2 the Krein space with J= ( ). Then

any operator of the form Q = I 1 with A unbounded and skew-hermitian

(A* = — A, the involution A-+A* being with respect to the Hubert metric) has the

required properties. For J= ( j these properties are fulfilled if A* = A.

Another example: let us take Jίf = fflγ® Jf2> where J ^ is the infinite-dimensional
Hubert space, Jf2 is any Pontryagin or Krein space, and Q = A®B, where A is
unbounded and self-adjoint, B = B°, B2 = 0. Then again Q = Q°, Q2 = 0 and Q is
unbounded. BRST operators in simple models are typically sums of such
operators.

We proceed now to studying objects in jήf connected with Q and with the no-
ghost theorem. Let us denote by 9Jί0, ΪR±, 301 + + the sets of all neutral, nonnegative
(nonpositive), positive (negative) vectors in Jf and consider the lineals

(we adopt physical notations [2] referring to the interpretation of vectors from Jήfp

and #fd as "parent" and "daughter" states). We assume at first that Q is J-self-
adjoint (usually one can secure this property in physical situations). Then
J ^ = ran<2*, Jfx is a closed set, Jj^γ =kerβ*, and due to Q2 = 0 we can assume
without loss of generality that J ^ c d o m β (otherwise Q can be extended to the
whole Jfd by the zero operator). Taking this into account, we have from Q = Q° and

Q =0' ^ c j ^ n a r i ^ ; c a r ί jtr±jf (7)

(the symbol in the last formula means the Hubert orthogonality). Next, by [9,
p. 122] J^?

1=J^}1] (where the symbol means the /-orthogonal complement)
whence ^ [ 1 ] = JfJ 1 1 ] and so we have from (7) and

(8)

Introducing the "singlet subspace" Jtfs [2] as

(the sum of subspaces being hilbertian orthogonal) we have

and taking into account f̂/ = Jfs

[1] and J^p,J^dCJ^p@J^d we obtain the
p

decompositions
(10)

where the last symbol means the J-orthogonal sum. Hence it is clear that J fs and
^p®M"d are orthocomplemented. Then the equalities ^ = ̂ fd

[1] = (JJ^p)
ίl]

= Jjdr^ = jfp

λ together with (10) imply

From this set of formulas one obtains very simply a series of rather illuminating
reformulations of the no-ghost theorem.
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Proposition 2. For any J-self-adjoint 2-nilpotent operator β, the following
conditions are equivalent:

2. J ^ is α maximal neutral lineal in

3. j f ^

4.

Proo/. 1 <-• 2 coincides with the Theorem 7.2 in [9, p. 14], because of Jt1=je}1]

and ^ = ̂ f j 1 1 ] . l - > 3 . The first equality in 3 follows from J^d = ̂ d and (8), the
second follows from J ^ C 9JΪ + by [9, p. 9]. 3 —> 4. The first equality in 3 implies that
Jtd is closed. Next, it follows from tfd® j ^ s C ̂  and JPd = ̂  nSOΐo that ^ does not
include neutral vectors and hence it is definite, by [9, p. 4]. 4—• 1: if J^c9Jί+ + then
(11) and Jfdc2K0 imply Jfic9W + .

This simple geometrical proposition gives a clear picture of various ghost-
removing mechanisms which have repeatedly been discovered in BRST or
Strocchi-Wightman theories in the physical language (and often using irrelevant
physical assumptions). In particular, we find here the well-known "quartet
mechanism" by Kugo-Ojima [2, Sect. 3.2] (it is contained in 3—>1: #fγ is non-
negative if all its neutral vectors belong to "BRST-doublets", i.e. pairs of states
Φ, Ψ such that QΦ = Ψ; the necessity of the first equality in 3 went unnoticed); "the
lemma on the absence of singlet ghosts" [2, Sect. 3.1] (see Corollary 3 below); etc.

As a rule, the case β = β° is sufficient for physical needs. Therefore, we shall
only briefly mention the changes arising when QcQ°. The definitions of
Jfί9 Jtfp, J^d are the same, Jf̂  is still closed (if β is closed) and the formulas (7), (8) are
valid. But many equalities turn into inclusions:

Also the sets ( J ^ ® ^ ) 1 , kerβnkerβ*, ^ n J ^ are now all different from each
other, in the general case, and so different definitions of Jfs are possible. Desiring to
preserve the properties J^sC^ι and J^S = JJ^S we are left with the choice

In this case one has instead of (10) and (11):

In general, only the implications 1 <—2—>3 —>4 survive in Proposition 2.
Apart from β, the structure of the state space of a BRST theory is determined

by the ghost number operator Qc. In the general theory it is natural to define it in a
way similar to β, by means of a certain derivation δc on the Op J*-algebra (^, 3i)\
for any monomial A e 0* we put

and we define β c as the generator of this derivation, according to (2) and (3):

QcAΩ=-iδc(A)Ω. (12)

As was the case with β, the existence of β c is a restriction on the theory. Let us
denote &n the linear hull of all monomials A e & with n(A) = n and split SP and Q)
into sectors with a given n:
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Then (12) is a correct definition of Qc if and only if

^ n i ? m = {0}, m,neZ, m^n. (13)

Examples when (13) is broken are presented in [10]. If Qc does exist, then there also
exist [10] the ghost conjugation operator Uc which is a J-hermitian and J-unitary
operator such that

{l/c,βc}=0, Uc#n = J?-n, UCΩ = Ω.

Due to these properties, it is often convenient to use Uc as the metric operator J. In
addition, the following conditions are equivalent [10]:

1. (12) defines the J-symmetric operator Qc on <3;

2. <Ω, δc(Λ)Ω) = 0 for all Ae0>;

3. JS?ΠC3WO, π + 0, JSfπ[l]JSfM, mΦ -n.

If these conditions are met, Qc has a purely discrete and imaginary spectrum,
σ(Qc) = i%> a n d t r i e root lineals ifn (principal subspaces in the terminology of [9]);
the lineals j£?0 and ^n-\-^_n are nondegenerate and Jf has the decomposition

. (14)
n = 1

When Jfx is non-negative, it is considered as the prephysical subspace of BRST
theory, and one takes as the space of true physical states the (Hubert) space of
BRST cohomologies 3tfj3tfd which is isomorphic to 3tfs due to (11). According to
Proposition 2, J-fs does not include any states with the fixed non-zero ghost
number, i.e.

tf& {ϋ) for any n + 0.

Taking into account 1 —>2 in Proposition 2 we obtain

Corollary 3. In the BRST theory with the non-negative kernel of the BRST charge
all the BRST cohomologies with the non-zero ghost numbers are trivial, i.e. for any
Φ e Jf̂  nJ2?n, n Φ 0 one has [Φ] = 0, where [Φ] is the equivalence class of Φ in

The algebraic structure of the theory is fixed completely when the commuta-
tion relation between Q and Qc is given. In concrete theories this relation has to be
derived; in a general theory we can only give heuristic arguments. As a charge, Q
must increase the number of ghosts nc(Φ) in a state Φ, i.e. nc(QΦ) = nc(Φ) + 1 , whence

[iβ«β] = β (15)

Hence it is clear that in a theory symmetrical in ghosts and antighosts, there should
be another charge Q similar to Q but increasing the number of antighosts so that

The pair of J-symmetric operators Q, Qc satisfying the conditions (15) and Q2 = 0 is
called the BRST algebra; the triple (β,β,β c) satisfying the conditions (15), (16),
Q2 = 0,Q2 = 0 and {Q, Q] = 0 (there is no simple intuitive interpretation for the last
condition) is called the extended BRST algebra. Structure of J*f as the space of a
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representation of the BRST algebra is the superposition of the
"g-decompositions" (10) and (11) and the "(^-decomposition" (14) connected
by (15).

From (15) one gets readily

But the singlet subspace 3tfs is, in general, invariant for Qc only under some
additional condition. One of conditions which will do is the choice of a metric
operator with the property {J, Qc) = 0, in particular, the "physical" choice J= Uc.
With this choice we have

as well as equivalent relationships

(If domβ D^, then we must put in these formulas instead of Jf1? j ^ p 9 J^d, J^s their
intersections with 2) It is easy to describe in a similar way the representation space
of the extended BRST algebra.

It happens sometimes in physical models that ^ is not non-negative while a
narrower subspace Jfi nJ£?o or Jf̂  nkerg enjoys this property (and is accepted as a
prephysical subspace instead of Jf^). It would be of interest to find some general
conditions for this. For example, it is easy to show that J ^ nker Q is non-negative if

is a maximal neutral lineal.
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